We study the effects that initial conditions of star clusters and their massive star population have on dynamical ejections of massive stars from star clusters up to an age of 3 Myr. We use a large set of direct N-body calculations for moderately massive star clusters (M ecl ≈ 10 3.5 M ⊙ ). We vary the initial conditions of the calculations, such as the initial half-mass radius of the clusters, initial binary populations for massive stars and initial mass segregation. We find that the initial density is the most influential parameter for the ejection fraction of the massive systems. The clusters with an initial half-mass radius r h (0) of 0.1 (0.3) pc can eject up to 50% (30%) of their O-star systems on average, while initially larger (r h (0) = 0.8 pc) clusters, that is, lower density clusters, eject hardly any OB stars (at most ≈4.5%). When the binaries are composed of two stars of similar mass, the ejections are most effective. Most of the models show that the average ejection fraction decreases with decreasing stellar mass. For clusters that are efficient at ejecting O stars, the mass function of the ejected stars is top-heavy compared to the given initial mass function (IMF), while the mass function of stars that remain in the cluster becomes slightly steeper (top-light) than the IMF. The top-light mass functions of stars in 3 Myr old clusters in our N-body models agree well with the mean mass function of young intermediate-mass clusters in M31, as reported previously. This implies that the IMF of the observed young clusters is the canonical IMF. We show that the multiplicity fraction of the ejected massive stars can be as high as ≈60%, that massive high-order multiple systems can be dynamically ejected, and that high-order multiples become common especially in the cluster. We also discuss binary populations of the ejected massive systems. Clusters that are initially not mass-segregated begin ejecting massive stars after a time delay that is caused by mass segregation. When a large kinematic survey of massive field stars becomes available, for instance through Gaia, our results may be used to constrain the birth configuration of massive stars in star clusters. The results presented here, however, already show that the birth mass-ratio distribution for O-star primaries must be near uniform for mass ratios q 0.1.
Introduction
Massive runaways (Blaauw 1961) are massive stars that move with a high peculiar velocity ( 30 km s −1 ) or that are located at large distances from the Galactic plane. They have been observed in the Galaxy (Blaauw 1961; Gies & Bolton 1986; Hoogerwerf et al. 2001; Gvaramadze et al. 2012 , and references therein) and nearby galaxies (Gvaramadze et al. 2012) . At high redshift, massive runaways may have played an important role in reionising the Universe (Conroy & Kratter 2012) . Blaauw (1961) proposed the binary supernova hypothesis to explain the origin of runaways, in which the initially less massive star in a binary that is composed of two massive stars obtains a high velocity when the more massive star explodes as a supernova. Poveda et al. (1967) proposed another mechanism for the origin of runaways, namely the dynamical ejection through energetic few-body interactions. When a close encounter between stars involves a binary, binding energy can be transformed into kinetic energy and a runaway can thus be produced. Leonard & Duncan A&A proofs: manuscript no. ejection to have had a supernova, but which have runaway OB stars around them, for example, NGC 6611 (Gvaramadze & Bomans 2008) , NGC 6357 ), NGC 3603 (Roman-Lopes 2012 , 2013 Gvaramadze et al. 2013) , and Westerlund 2 (Roman-Lopes et al. 2011 , cf. Hur et al. 2015 . This implies that the massive stars are ejected from their natal cluster at an early age. Those field O stars that can be traced back to a star cluster or an association appear to have left their birth place at a very early age (Schilbach & Röser 2008) . Very massive ( 100 M ⊙ ) runaways (e.g. 30 Dor 016, Evans et al. 2010 ) and very massive single stars and binaries in apparent isolation (e.g. VFTS 682, Bestenlehner et al. 2011; R144, Sana et al. 2013) in the Large Magellanic Cloud are most likely the outcome of dynamical ejections Oh et al. 2014 ). These observations therefore imply that the dynamical ejection process is very significant for the massive star population within a cluster (e.g. loss of massive stars in the cluster) and outside of a cluster (e.g. origin of the field massive stars).
The dynamical ejection process is sensitive to the initial conditions of massive star populations and to the properties of their birth cluster. The runaways can therefore be used as constraints to probe the initial configuration of massive stars in star clusters, under the assumption that dynamical ejection is the dominant process in producing the massive runaways. By assuming that OB runaways are dynamically ejected from star clusters, Clarke & Pringle (1992) deduced the birth configuration of OB stars using observed properties of OB runaways, such as their proportion and the high ratio of O to B stars in the runaway population. They suggested that massive stars form in compact groups of binaries with mass ratios biased toward unity and containing a deficit of low-mass stars. This configuration would correspond to the mass-segregated core of a dense young star cluster. The authors provided analytical results and neglected the cluster potential.
If all the field O stars, not only the runaways, have formed in clusters and then populated the Galactic field dominantly by the dynamical ejection process, studying the properties of the dynamically ejected population may help to constrain the initial configuration of massive stars in their birth cluster. It is therefore our aim to study how the properties of the ejected massive stars vary with various initial conditions using direct N-body calculations that include the entire cluster.
Using the theoretical young cluster library presented in and Oh et al. (2015) , we here study the dynamical ejection of massive stars from young star clusters with diverse initial conditions. The paper is structured as follows. Initial conditions of our N-body models are briefly described in Sect. 2. Section 3 describes the fraction of ejected OB stars in different models. Properties of ejected stars produced in the Nbody models, such as the velocity distribution and mass function, are presented in Sect. 4. In Sect. 5, multiplicity fractions and binary populations of ejected massive systems are illustrated. The discussion and summary follow in Sects. 6 and 7.
N-body models
We adopted N-body models of M ecl = 10 3.5 M ⊙ clusters from the theoretical young star cluster library of and its extension in Oh et al. (2015) . With this mass, model clusters are the most efficient at ejecting O-star systems (Oh et al. 2015) and they have the largest number of ejected O-star systems per set of initial conditions because more runs (100 realisations for each set of initial conditions) were performed than for the clusters with higher masses (e.g. 10 runs for 10 4 M ⊙ models). The library contains a wide variation of the initial conditions for star clusters, such as the initial half-mass radius, initial mass segregation, binary fraction, and two pairing methods for massive binaries. Thus the cluster mass we chose here suits the aim of studying how the ejection fraction and the properties of the ejected massive stars depend on the initial conditions. Common initial conditions for all models are briefly described as follows (see Oh et al. 2015 , for more details). Stellar masses are randomly drawn from the twopart power-law canonical initial mass function (IMF),
with power-law indices of α 1 = 1.3 for 0.08 ≤ m/M ⊙ < 0.5 and of α 2 = 2.3 (the Salpeter index) for m/M ⊙ ≥ 0.5, where m is the stellar mass (Kroupa 2001; Kroupa et al. 2013 ).
The lower mass limit for stellar masses adopted here is 0.08 M ⊙ . The upper stellar mass limit of the IMF, m max , is derived from the relation between maximum stellar mass and cluster mass (Weidner & Kroupa 2006; Weidner et al. 2010 Weidner et al. , 2013 , e.g. m max ≈ 79.2 M ⊙ for the 10 3.5 M ⊙ cluster. Initial positions and velocities of stars (centre of mass in the case of a binary system) are generated according to the Plummer density profile with the assumption that the clusters are initially in virial equilibrium. In initially mass-segregated models (with a name starting with MS), the more massive star is more closely bound to the cluster (Baumgardt et al. 2008) . Mainly two different initial half-mass radii of r h (0) = 0.3 and 0.8 pc are used, but we also include a model with r h (0) = 0.1 pc for comparison. The 0.3 pc modelsets are consistent with the radius-mass relation of very young embedded clusters .
The typically large angular momenta of star-forming cloud cores (Goodman et al. 1993; Fig. 13 in Kroupa 1995b) imply that most, if not all, stars form in a binary multiple system (Goodwin et al. 2007; Duchêne & Kraus 2013; Reipurth et al. 2014) , as shown in observations, for instance, the high binary fractions for massive stars in clusters (Sana et al. 2014; Chini et al. 2012 ) and for protostars (Duchêne et al. 2007; Chen et al. 2013) . We therefore include primordial binaries in most of our models for a more realistic initial set-up of the young star clusters, especially for the massive star population in them. In this study, we assume a binary fraction of 100% for the initially binary-rich models. Modelling a cluster with primordial binaries requires distributions of initial binary parameters such as eccentricity, e, period, P in days, and mass ratio, q = m 2 /m 1 where m 1 and m 2 are the masses of the binary components and m 1 ≥ m 2 .
The models in adopted Eq. (8) of Kroupa (1995b) , f log 10 P = 2.5 log 10 P − 1 45 + log 10 P − 1 2 ,
as the initial period distribution for all binaries Marks et al. 2014; Leigh et al. 2015) . This period distribution was deduced from studies of solar-mass binaries that have been intensively studied (Duquennoy & Mayor 1991) , and is also applied to the massive binaries in the library since the period distribution of massive binaries is poorly constrained in observation and theory. However, recent observational studies show a high fraction of short-period binaries for massive (e.g. O star) binaries (Sana et al. 2012; Kobulnicky et al. 2014) . Oh et al. (2015) additionally performed cluster models with the Sana et al. (2012) period distribution for massive binaries with a Sana et al. (2012, Eq. (3) ) and Kroupa (1995b, Eq. (2) ). Column 6 is the pairing method for massive binaries (primary mass m 1 ≥ 5 M ⊙ , for details see Sect. 2). The last column gives the initial eccentricity distribution for massive binaries. In binary-rich clusters, all low-mass binaries have the period distribution of Kroupa (1995b) and a thermal eccentricity distribution, and their component masses are randomly paired for consistency with observational data (Kroupa 1995a,b; . Each model is computed N run = 100 times with different random number seeds to obtain representative statistics.
primary mass ≥5 M ⊙ (Eq. (3) in Oh et al. 2015) ,
with a range 0.15 ≤ log 10 (P/days) ≤ 6.7. These models are indicated with _SP in their names, for example MS3UQ_SP, MS3OP_SP, and MS3OP_SPC. For lower mass binaries (m 1 < 5 M ⊙ ), masses of binary components are randomly chosen from the IMF. For massive binaries (m 1 ≥ 5 M ⊙ ), we use three different pairing methods. The first is random pairing (RP) as for lower mass binaries, the second is ordered pairing (OP, Oh & Kroupa 2012) , which produces q biased towards unity by sorting stars with decreasing mass after generating the mass-array from the IMF and then pairing them in the sorted order. The last is a uniform mass-ratio distribution (UQ, the MS3UQ_SP model) in which the companion is chosen from the stellar masses already drawn from the IMF with the closest mass ratio to a value drawn from a uniform distribution for q ≥ 0.1. The uniform distribution is adopted to imprint the observed mass-ratio distribution of O-star binaries (Sana et al. 2012; Kobulnicky et al. 2014) . The very important point we need to emphasize here is that our procedure of first drawing N stars from the IMF with a combined mass of 10 3.5 M ⊙ and only then pairing stars from this array to binaries is essential so as to not change the shape of the stellar IMF.
In the model libraries, the eccentricities are generated from the thermal distribution, f (e) = 2e (Kroupa 2008) . While the observed eccentricity distribution of low-mass and solar-type binaries is well accounted for by the thermal distribution, that of the high-mass counterpart is not well described with a simple functional form. As a simple test, we additionally include calculations that are the same as the MS3OP_SP models, but with all massive binaries (with primary star ≥5 M ⊙ ) being initially in a circular orbit (MS3OP_SPC).
We include single-star cluster models, that is, those with an initial binary fraction of 0, for comparison. These models are indicated in the model names with the suffix S.
Each cluster is calculated with the direct N-body code nbody6 (Aarseth 2003) up to 5 Myr and stellar evolution is taken into account with the stellar evolution library (Hurley et al. 2000 (Hurley et al. , 2002 that is implemented in the code. Throughout this paper, however, we use the snapshots at 3 Myr because after this time, stellar evolution significantly changes the masses of the most massive stars in the clusters, and the first supernova occurs at around 4 Myr . Table 1 lists the initial conditions for each of the models. The wide range of initial conditions will help us to study how properties of the ejected OB stars change with cluster initial condition and to constrain the initial configuration of massive stars in a star cluster. Sixteen models are considered in total and each model contains 100 realisations with a different random seed number. The results are therefore either averages or the compilation of 100 runs.
Effects of the initial conditions on ejection fractions
In this section we discuss how each initial condition affects the resulting dynamical ejection fractions, especially those of massive stars. Before discussing the results, we define terms and quantities used in this paper for clarity. We refer throughout to a star more massive than 17.5 M ⊙ as an O star, to one with a mass between 3 and 17.5 M ⊙ as a B star, and to one with a mass between 1.65 and 3 M ⊙ as an A star (Adelman 2004 ). The mass is determined from the snapshots at 3 Myr. Although we switched on stellar evolution, their masses change little from the initial values unless stars collide with other stars. We call a star massive when its mass exceeds 5 M ⊙ (all O and early-B stars) in this study. Throughout this paper, we use the word system for either A&A proofs: manuscript no. ejection a single star or a multiple system (see Sect. 5 .1 for the procedure for searching multiples). The spectral type of the system is defined to be that of the primary star (the most massive component) in the case of a multiple system. From snapshots at 3 Myr, we regard a system as an escapee when it is located farther than 3 × r h (3 Myr) from the cluster centre and is moving faster than the escape velocity at its distance. The averaged r h (3 Myr) is approximately 0.5, 0.55-0.7, and 0.85-1.0 pc (depending on models) for clusters with r h (0) = 0.1, 0.3, and 0.8 pc, respectively Oh et al. 2015) . We assume that the escapees are dynamically ejected since the dynamical ejection process is the only way to move massive stars outwards at a young age before the first supernova explosion. A cluster within an extreme environment, such as the Galactic centre, may lose its massive stars through tidal stripping by a strong tidal field if the cluster forms with a size similar to its tidal radius and without primordial mass segregation (e.g. Habibi et al. 2014 , but the observation indicates that those stars are possibly ejected from young star clusters through energetic encounters with other stars, Dong et al. 2015) . However, it is worth mentioning that lower mass escapees are not necessarily ejected. Slowly moving stars may be the outcome of evaporation that is driven by two-body relaxation for these escapees.
The ejection fraction of a certain spectral type (ST) star, 1 f ej,ST , is defined as
where N ej,ST and N sys,ST are the number of the ejected systems and the total number of systems for a certain stellar type in a calculation, respectively. Throughout the study, we use the average of ejection fractions from 100 realisations of each model. An ejected system moving with a velocity greater than 30 km s −1 is referred to as a runaway. The runaway fraction is the ratio of the number of the runaway systems, N r,ST , to the number of ejected systems. We use the runaway fraction relative to all ejected systems of each model,
In the following subsections, we discuss the results depending on the initial conditions, such as initial size, mass segregation, and binary populations. Figures 1 and 2 show the averaged ejection fractions and the runaway fractions of different stellar mass groups for all models.
Initial size (density) of cluster
The close encounter rate is proportional to the cluster density. Since we chose the same cluster mass for all models, it is expected that the ejection is more efficient with decreasing initial size of the cluster in our models.
The highest ejection fraction appears in the most compact cluster in our model library (MS1OP) with an average O-star ejection fraction of about 52%, which is about twice higher than for the model with r h (0) = 0.3 pc (MS3OP). Clusters with r h (0) = 0.3 pc (ρ h ≈ 1.4 × 10 4 M ⊙ pc −3 ) eject ≈9-34% of O-type systems depending on the initial conditions (Fig. 1) . However, clusters with r h (0) = 0.8 pc (ρ h ≈ 740 M ⊙ pc −3 ) eject hardly any massive stars. Only the binary-rich clusters with OP massive binaries eject a few percent of OB stars ( 3.5% for O-type and <1% for B-type systems). None of the single-star clusters or RP binary-rich clusters eject OB stars. It is therefore very unlikely that this or larger clusters with the mass studied here populate massive stars into the field through dynamical ejections. Most of the massive stars in the field should form in compact star clusters (r h (0) 0.5 pc), which eject massive stars efficiently if they have a dynamically ejected origin. But if the cluster is too compact (r h (0) 0.1 pc), the ejection of O-star system is so efficient that it may lead to a higher fraction of O stars relative to all young stars in the field than in the cluster. The determining factor for the number of ejected O-star systems is the initial cluster size. For the same initial half-mass radius, the averaged number of the ejected O-star systems is similar and approximately independent of the other initial conditions, although the ejection fraction varies as a result of the different number of total O-star systems, which depends on the initial binary fraction, the mass ratio of O-star binaries, and the stellar merger rate (Fig. 3) .
Although the dependence of the O-star runaway fraction on the model properties is similar to that of the O-star ejection fraction, the runaway fraction does not seem to be strongly dependent on the initial size (i.e. density) of the cluster. The ejection velocity of a system attained after an energetic close encounter is mainly determined by configurations of the systems that are involved in the encounter. For example, for a singlebinary encounter, the ejection velocity v ej is of the order of the orbital velocity of the binary (Heggie 1980; Gies & Bolton 1986; Perets & Šubr 2012) ,
where a and m are the semi-major axis of the binary and the typical mass of the stars engaging in the encounter, respectively. The ejection velocity is higher when a tighter binary is involved (e.g. Gvaramadze et al. 2009 ). It is expected that the denser cluster (i.e. the cluster with the higher velocity dispersion) is more efficient in producing runaways among ejected systems if the initial density is the only difference between clusters. The reason is that binaries with an orbital velocity similar to the velocity dispersion of the cluster are dynamically most active, and a higher velocity is required for escapees from a denser cluster because of its deeper gravitational potential (see also Fig. 8 in Oh et al. 2015 , for the runaway fraction as a function of cluster mass for clusters with the same initial half-mass radius). Based on comparing MS1OP and MS3OP (the two models differ only in size, i.e. density) in Fig. 2 , the initially denser cluster has a higher runaway fraction. However, clusters with a lower density (a larger size) can produce a higher fraction of runaways among ejected systems than denser (more compact) clusters if a higher fraction of energetic (e.g. close) binaries are present in the less dense clusters. For example, the model with short period (Eq. (3)) and only circular massive binaries (MS3OP_SPC) produces runaways more efficiently than the smaller cluster model that has the Kroupa period distribution (Eq. (2)) and the thermal eccentricity distribution (MS1OP). An initial binary population (especially, with which clusters maintain a high fraction of short-period binaries after an early dynamical evolution) can therefore be more important than the initial density for efficiency with which runaways are produced among ejected stars (see also Sect. 3.3). The high O-star runaway fractions in some models that have a low ejection fraction (e.g. the MS3S, MS8OP, and Table 1 ). The error bars are the standard deviation of the mean. NMS8OP models) arise from the small number of the ejected O-star systems.
Initial mass-segregation
For cluster models with r h (0) = 0.3 pc, the final ejection fraction is not strongly sensitive to whether the cluster is initially mass-segregated when a massive binary is initially composed of two massive stars. The ejection fraction of OB stars for the MS3OP model, for instance, is only 1-2% higher than that of the NMS3OP model. However, differences are shown when the massive binaries are randomly paired or when there is no initial binary. The MS clusters eject OB stars almost twice as often as the NMS clusters. These initial conditions are unrealistic, however, because many massive stars in young star clusters are binaries and the companions are very likely massive stars.
For clusters with r h (0) = 0.8 pc, the MS8OP model is more efficient at ejecting massive stars than the NMS8OP model, even though the massive binaries are composed of two massive stars. This is due to the larger size of the clusters, which leads to a significantly longer mass-segregation timescale even if massive stars are paired with other massive stars. Such large initially not mass-segregated clusters therefore need time for the massive stars to segregate to the core. Ejections of massive stars arise from there on.
In realistic models with characteristic radii of a few tenths of a pc and a high proportion of short-period binaries with a similar spectral-type companion, it would be difficult to determine whether the cluster was initially mass-segregated by only con-A&A proofs: manuscript no. ejection sidering the ejection fraction of massive stars because the initial mass segregation is not a strong factor for the ejection fraction at 3 Myr. But other properties, such as the time distribution when the ejections occur, may show differences between initially mass-segregated and not mass-segregated clusters. It is expected that the MS clusters would start ejecting massive stars earlier than the NMS clusters would because the dense core of massive stars already exists in the centre of the MS clusters at the beginning of the cluster evolution. This is discussed in Sect. 4.3.
Initial binary population
We varied four parameters for the initial binary populations of massive systems. The first was the binary fraction. The dynamical ejection process most likely involves at least one binary, regardless of whether it was primordial or dynamically formed. During the energetic close encounter between a binary and a single star or binary, the binding energy of the binary transforms into kinetic energy and a star may be ejected. Binaries have a larger cross-section, which increases the probability of energetic encounters. The dynamical formation of binaries is inefficient. Thus a high initial binary fraction enhances the interaction rate, resulting in a significantly higher ejection fraction. Including primordial binaries plays a central role in ejecting massive stars from the cluster because single-star clusters eject OB stars slightly later than binary-rich clusters. This is a result of the time that first needs to pass for binary systems to form dynamically, as is evident in the example presented here (clusters with r h (0) = 0.3 pc).
The second parameter we varied was the pairing method (i.e. mass-ratio distribution) for the massive binaries. None of the single-star clusters with r h (0) = 0.8 pc ejects OB star systems by 3 Myr (Fig. 1) . The situation does not change when the initial binary fraction is 100%, but the massive binaries are paired with companions randomly chosen from the whole IMF. For clusters with r h (0) = 0.3 pc, both single-star and RP binary-rich clusters eject approximately 4-6% of O-star systems and ≈1.5-2.3% of B-star systems by 3 Myr. The ejection fractions are similar for both cluster models, meaning that the difference is smaller than 1%. This is because most massive binaries paired randomly behave like single stars because their mass ratios are very low. The mass ratio of the system would be q ≈ 10 −3 in the most extreme case, for instance, if the most massive star (≈80 M ⊙ ) is paired to the least massive star (≈0.08 M ⊙ ) in the cluster.
When massive binaries initially have a massive companion (OP and UQ models), however, clusters eject massive stars more efficiently. For initially mass-segregated clusters with r h (0) = 0.3 pc, for instance, ejection fractions of massive systems for the OP cluster models are more than twice as high (differences of up to 16% for O-star systems and 6% for early-B star systems) as those of the single-star or RP clusters. Runaway fractions for the OP models are also higher than those of the single-star or RP models (Fig. 2) . For the OP models, the massive binaries involved in the close encounters initially have a higher binding energy as a result of the higher masses of binary components, which increases the ejection velocity (Eq. (6)), compared to the massive binaries for the single-star or RP models. Not only do they show higher ejection and runaway fractions, but the ejection of massive systems from these clusters occurs when they are younger than 1 Myr (see Sect. 4.3). We also note that the OP model (MS3OP_SP) in which O-star binaries are initially paired with an O star shows higher ejection and runaway fractions of O-star systems than the UQ model (MS3UQ_SP) in which a large portion of O-star binaries initially have a B-star companion. This difference in companions of O-star binaries may result in a higher runaway fraction of B-star systems for the UQ model than for the OP model (Fig. 2) . For the UQ model B stars can engage in close encounters with O stars more often than in the OP model. Therefore, the UQ model has a higher probability of producing B-star runaways since the least massive star among interacting stars gains the highest velocity.
The third parameter we varied was the initial period distribution function. Given two initial period distribution functions considered for the massive binaries in this study (Eqs. (2) and (3)), the distribution is not a significant factor in determining the ejection efficiency of O-star systems. For example, the models with the two different initial period distributions (e.g. MS3OP_SP and MS3OP) show similar results for the O-star ejection fraction and the number of the ejected O-star systems (Figs. 1 and 3). However, the model with the short-period massive binaries (MS3OP_SP) produces more runaways than the model with the softer Kroupa period distribution (MS3OP) (Fig. 2) .
The last parameter we changed was the initial eccentricity distribution function. For the initial eccentricity distribution of massive binaries, all binary-rich models but one assumed the thermal distribution, which well reproduces the observed eccentricity distribution for low-mass binaries (Kroupa 1995b ). Since massive short-period binaries are mostly found in circular orbits (e.g. e = 0 for P ≤ 2 days, Sana et al. 2012) , we included a model (MS3OP_SPC) for which all massive binaries were in circular orbits. The two models in which only the initial eccentricity distribution differs (all systems having initial e = 0, MS3OP_SPC, versus the thermal distribution, MS3OP_SP) show a similar average number of the ejected O-star systems at 3 Myr (black bars in Fig. 3 ). However, the number of total O-star systems (open grey bars in Fig. 3 ) are different for the two models. For the MS3OP_SPC model, the binaries with a short period in a circular orbit hardly break up or merge at all, keeping the number close to the initial number of O-star systems, which is half of the number of individual O stars. For the MS3OP_SP model in contrast, a large portion of massive binaries, composed of similar-mass components, merge and form a single massive star as a result of their short period and high eccentricity. Thus more O stars are formed by merging of less massive stars during the evolution of the clusters. With the increase of the total number of O stars by collisions in the MS3OP_SP model and the smaller total number of O-star systems in the MS3OP_SPC model, the ejection efficiency of the latter model is higher than that of the former model, although both models result in the same average number of the ejected O-star systems. Differences also appear in the numbers of O-star runaways ( Fig. 3 ) and the runaway fractions ( Fig. 2) of the two models. With initially only circular binaries, more O-star runaways are produced than in the model with the thermal initial eccentricity distribution. The reason may be that the eccentric orbits are mostly near their apo-centre where orbital velocities are lower and thus produce lower slingshot velocities than circular orbits with the same semi-major axis. This means that the initial eccentricity also plays a role in the ejection efficiency and in the properties of the ejected systems (Sect. 4), especially when massive binaries are initially highly biased towards short periods (e.g. an initial period distribution given by Eq. (3)).
Properties of the ejected massive systems
In this section, we consider the properties (e.g. velocities, the mass function, and multiplicities) of the ejected OB stars and study how they vary with different initial conditions. Here, we only examine the results from the clusters with r h (0) = 0.3 pc since the clusters with r h (0) = 0.8 pc eject hardly any OB stars (most models do not eject OB stars, Fig. 1 ). For the r h (0) = 0.1 pc models, the ejection fraction is high, although these clusters are too small to be realistic, and therefore only one set of models was calculated for the effect of cluster size (density) on the dynamical ejection.
Ratio of ejection and runaway fractions for O-to B-star systems
As already mentioned in the previous section, the ejection fraction generally increases with increasing stellar mass. For models with r h (0) ≤ 0.3 pc, the ratios of the ejection fraction of the Otype to that of early-B type systems are ≈2-2.9, while the ratios of early-B to late-B type systems are <2.0. This tendency indicates that the difference of the ejection efficiency decreases with decreasing stellar mass and the difference almost disappears in the low-mass (<5 M ⊙ ) regime. The reason for this decrease of the ejection fraction with the stellar mass would be that O-star systems quickly sink into the cluster core and are ejected at the earliest time when the cluster core is in the densest phase.
In the observational studies, the fraction of runaways for the different spectral types have been presented. For example, Blaauw (1961) reported the frequency of runaways to be 21, 2.5, and 1.5% for stars with spectral types of O5-O9.5, B0-B0.5, and B1-B5, respectively. Gies & Bolton (1986) collected the runaway fractions of O-and B-type stars from several publications and listed them as 10-25% and 2%, respectively. This means that the ratio of the O-to B-star runaway fraction is between 5-10, depending on the literature. This decrease in runaway fraction with decreasing stellar mass extends to lower masses. The frequency of high-velocity A stars relative to the total number is 0.5-1.0% (Gies & Bolton 1986) . Stetson (1981 Stetson ( , 1983 found evidence for a young, high-velocity A-star population that accounts for 0.1-0.2% of the A stars in the vicinity of the Sun.
In our models, the sharp decrease of the ejection fraction with decreasing stellar mass appears as well. When only the ejected systems are considered, the runaway fractions of O-star and early-B star systems are almost the same for a few models, although the runway fractions generally decrease with decreasing stellar mass (Fig. 2) . In the MS3UQ_SP model, which is the most realistic model in the library, the runaway fraction of the ejected systems for B-star systems is higher than that for O-star systems. If we consider entire populations of each mass group for the runaway fraction (i.e. the systems that are ejected and those that remain in clusters, for which we replace the denominator of Eq. (5) by ΣN sys,ST ), the sharp decrease of the runaway fraction with decreasing group mass becomes pronounced. For the MS3OP_SPC model, for example, the runaway fraction relative to the entire O-star systems is ≈10%, while the runaway fraction of early-B type systems (primary mass 5 ≤ m 1 /M ⊙ < 17.5) relative to the entire early-B type systems is ≈1.8%. In the MS3UQ_SP model, the fractions are 2.8% and 1.7% for O-star and early-B star systems, respectively. In all models the runaway fractions of O-star systems are higher than those of B-star systems. Although the model values are slightly lower than those of the observed ones, they agree with the observational finding that the runaway fraction increases with increasing stellar mass when the fraction of runaways of all systems, whether ejected or not, is considered. But this tendency is not a unique feature of the dynamical ejection process. It also appears in the binary supernova scenario (Eldridge et al. 2011) . This means that if the observed samples are a mixture of outcomes of the two processes, the supernova scenario will enhance the tendency that appears in our models. We note that the runaway fractions reported in the literature are space frequencies or derived from given star catalogues that may include selection biases and contamination. The difference of our theoretical results compared to the observation might also be caused by the different initial configurations that the Oand B-star systems may have. In our calculations, the distribution function for periods, eccentricities, and mass ratios of initial A&A proofs: manuscript no. ejection binary population are the same for both O-star and early-B star systems, and in reality this may not be the case.
Velocities of the ejected massive star systems
In Fig. 4 we plot the system masses and velocities of all ejected systems from the MS3UQ_SP model at 3 Myr. The histograms in the upper panel of Fig. 4 show velocity distributions of all ejected systems with different stellar masses and the distribution of those that remain in the star cluster. Systems that remain in the cluster have a velocity lower than 10 km s −1 , with a peak near 3-4 km s −1 , which is the velocity dispersion of a cluster with a mass of 10 3.5 M ⊙ and a size of r h = 0.3 pc. O-star systems ejected from the cluster show a velocity peak close to the escape velocity at the cluster centre, for example about 11 km s −1 for the 10 3.5 M ⊙ cluster with r h (0) = 0.3 pc and about 19 km s −1 for the 10 3.5 M ⊙ cluster with r h (0) = 0.1 pc (see the MS1OP model in Fig. A.1 ). Because massive stars are ejected from the cluster centre, ejected massive stars require the velocity to be higher than the central escape velocity of the cluster. This velocity peak therefore varies with the initial condition of a cluster. With the same initial halfmass radius, the peak will move to a higher velocity with increasing cluster mass.
The velocity distribution also varies with the stellar mass of the ejected systems. The top panel of Fig. 4 exhibits the velocity distributions of the ejected systems for different stellar masses. The more massive systems tend to have a distribution biased towards higher velocities (see also ejected systems slightly increases with system mass in the main panel of Fig. 4 . This may be because fewer massive systems are ejected compared to their lower mass counterparts, but it may also caused by the effect of the stars being in the cluster. As mentioned above, massive stars are ejected from the cluster centre where the gravitational potential of the cluster is deepest, therefore a higher velocity is required to escape the cluster, while less massive stars are most likely ejected at a location farther from the cluster centre where the escape velocity is lower. Furthermore, massive systems ejected with a low velocity can fall back to the cluster, failing to escape the cluster, by dynamical masssegregation processes if they move away from the cluster centre slowly enough to interact with low-mass stars in the outer part of the cluster.
However, the relatively less massive systems have the highest velocity because the least massive of the interacting stars generally gains the highest velocity by the energy exchange. This can explain the higher runaway fraction of B-star systems compared to O-star systems for the MS3UQ_SP model in which B stars are most likely engaged because a large portion of O-star binaries initially have a B-star companion (Fig. 2 , see also Sect. 3.3). For the same reason, the multiple systems have lower velocities than single stars (the main panel of Fig. 4 , see also Leonard & Duncan 1990 ). An ejection of a binary through a single-binary or a binary-binary encounter accompanies an ejection of single star(s), and the single star very likely attains a higher velocity because its mass is lower than the mass of the ejected binary. The velocity distribution of the low-mass group (m 1 < 5 M ⊙ ) overlaps with that of stars that remain in the cluster at the peak of the distributions. The reason may be that the low-mass group includes low-mass star systems that evaporate from the cluster in addition to the ejected systems. Figure 5 exhibits the velocity distribution of ejected systems for four different models that are efficient at ejecting O-star systems. In the lower panel of the figure, we show that the models with a high proportion of short-period massive binaries produce more high-velocity stars. The model with only circular massive binaries (MS3OP_SPC) is interesting. It produces a long highvelocity tail of ejected O-star systems (Fig. A.1 Perets & Šubr (2012) . Our study shows in particular that differences solely in the massive binary populations result in different velocity distributions of the dynamically ejected systems, even though the low-mass binaries, which constitute the majority of cluster members, are set to have identical initial binary populations for the four models shown in Fig. 5 . Furthermore, our results suggest that the velocity distribution depends not only on the initial period (separation in Perets & Šubr 2012) distribution, but also on the initial mass ratios and eccentricities of massive binaries. Since the binary populations and cluster properties (size and mass) adopted in this study differ from those in Perets & Šubr (2012) , we do not reproduce the same velocity distribution (i.e. a power-law slope) as those in their paper. The slopes we derived from our models, −1.4-−2.0, are shallower than those in the high-velocity regime in Perets & Šubr (2012) , −2.5-−3.4. We were unable to separately fit the velocity distribution in the high-velocity regime (v > 80 km s −1 ), which was done in Perets & Šubr (2012) , because most of our models do not produce a sufficient number of such high-velocity stars for the analysis because our cluster mass is lower and we used fewer runs than they.
The highest velocity of the escapees from the cluster is dependent on the cluster model. None of the single-star or RP clusters ejects OB stars with velocities higher than 100 km s −1 . In the OP models, however, some of the escapees exceed 100 km s −1 . Especially for the MS3OP_SPC model in which massive binaries are initially on a circular orbit, several O stars have a velocity exceeding 200 km s −1 . This clearly shows that the initial population of massive binaries is important in producing high-velocity massive stars. 
Age of the clusters at the time of the ejections
It is not possible to determine the exact moment at which the close encounters that have resulted in ejections of the systems have occurred for individual ejected systems in our N-body models because of the complexity and the time resolution of the output. Here we calculate observationally relevant estimates for when systems are ejected from a cluster by calculating the approximate travelling time, r sys /v sys , where r sys and v sys are the present distance and velocity of the system relative to the cluster centre. From a snapshot at t (in this study t = 3 Myr), the cluster age when a system has been ejected, τ ej , can be deduced from
under the assumption that the system was ejected from the cluster centre and did not experience any further interactions with other systems after it had been ejected. This is a reasonable assumption since r sys ≫ r h (t) and v sys ≫ σ cl (t) the velocity dispersion in the cluster. The distribution of τ ej for the ejected systems of the MS3UQ_SP model at 3 Myr is shown in Fig. 6 . The peak of the τ ej distribution, at which the ejections occur most often, varies from model to model. In the most energetic case, the MS3OP model (the OP cluster with initial mass segregation), the peak appears around 0.5 Myr after the beginning of the calculations, while single-star clusters without initial mass segregation eject massive stars most efficiently after 1 Myr. As stars move away from the cluster, the cluster potential can slow the ejected stars, especially those with low-velocities. This can result in negative values of τ ej for the systems that have been ejected at the very early stage of cluster evolution. The systems with negative τ ej indeed have a low velocity (<10 km s −1 , see Fig. A.3) .
The τ ej distributions of the massive systems are expected to be related with the evolution of the cluster core. The core radius is as given by nbody6 (Eq. (15.4) in Aarseth 2003; see also Casertano & Hut 1985) . Figure 6 shows that the number of ejection increases as the cluster core shrinks and that the maxima of the τ ej distributions appear approximately when the core radius is the smallest. This shows that the number of massive systems in the core decreases and the core expands. Figure 7 shows that the τ ej distribution is dependent on the initial configuration of the cluster. Evident dilation (the peak at later than 1 Myr) is present in the model in which massive binaries have a companion randomly chosen from the IMF (MS3RP, grey filled histogram in Fig. 7 ) compared to the models in which massive binaries preferentially have a massive companion (the other three models in the same figure). In the random-pairing models the massive primaries exchange their low-mass companions for massive companions, which causes a time delay until ejections become energetically possible. The peak of the τ ej distribution occurs later in the initially not mass-segregated cluster (e.g. NMS3OP, magenta hatched histogram in the figure) than in the mass-segregated one (e.g. MS3OP, black histogram in the same figure) . The ejection time delay in the not mass-segregated clusters compared to the mass-segregated ones is expected to be the timescale at which dynamical mass segregation first creates a core of massive stars. The dynamical mass-segregation time, t ms , is expressed as (Spitzer 1987) 
where m ≈ 0.57 M ⊙ , m massive , and t rh are the average mass of the stars, the mass of the massive system, and the relaxation time at the half-mass radius, respectively. The half-mass relaxation 
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where λ ≈ 0.1 (Giersz & Heggie 1994) . For a 20 M ⊙ star in a 10 3.5 M ⊙ cluster with r h = 0.3 pc, the equation gives t ms of about 0.18 Myr. The difference between peak locations of the MS3OP (black) and NMS3OP (magenta histogram in Fig. 7 ) models is ≈0.3 Myr. For clusters with r h = 0.8 pc, the t ms ≈ 0.78 Myr for the star with the same mass and is consistent in the difference between the peaks of the MS8OP and the NMS8OP models (≈1 Myr).
The ejections require the formation of a core of massive stars. Even though a cluster is initially mass-segregated, the cluster needs a time to build a dynamically compact core of massive stars. Both MS3OP and MS8OP models are initially masssegregated, but thanks to its shorter mass-segregation timescale, the MS3OP model ejects massive stars more efficiently at an earlier time than the MS8OP model (see panels in Fig. A.2) .
Present-day mass function of the ejected systems
The ejection fraction drops with decreasing stellar mass, as shown in Sect. 3 and in . It is therefore expected that the present-day mass function (MF) of the ejected stars is top-heavy compared to the IMF. In this section we investigate the slope of the present-day mass function in the highmass regime (m ≥ 2 M ⊙ ) 2 of the ejected stars. For comparison, the mass function of stars that remain in the cluster is also presented. We counted all individual stars with m ≥ 2M ⊙ , that is, for a multiple system each component was counted separately, and only stars more massive than 2 M ⊙ were taken into account. In reality, a fraction of the observed systems are possibly unresolved multiple systems. These systems may result in an observed MF deviating from the true stellar MF. However, Weidner et al. (2009) , who studied the effect of unresolved multiple systems on the mass function of massive stars, found the difference between a slope of the observed MF and of the MF of all stars to be small, at most 0.1. The MFs of all stars can therefore be comparable with the observed MF. The slopes were obtained with the method of Maíz Apellániz & Úbeda (2005) , in which bin sizes are varied for the same number of stars in each. We used ten bins for each fitting, and the number of stars in each bin was the same (5-370 stars per bin for the MFs of the ejected stars, ≈20 stars per bin for the IMF and the MFs of stars that remain in their host cluster). For the ejected stars, we used the stars from all 100 runs for each model because of their small number per cluster, especially for models that eject hardly any massive stars. We calculated the MF power-law index α and its uncertainty σ(α) with a nonlinear least-squares fit 3 (for details see Maíz Apellániz & Úbeda 2005). For the slope of stars that remain in clusters and for the initial slope, we computed the values from the individual runs and then averaged them.
In Fig. 8 we show the MF slopes for stars with a mass ≥2 M ⊙ that are ejected and for those that remain in the clusters at 3 Myr. In addition, we present the fitted IMF slopes. For all models, the average values of the fitted IMF slope, α i , very well reproduce the adopted canonical value of the IMF, α 2 = 2.3, with uncertainties smaller than 0.1. The mass functions of the ejected stars are top-heavy with 1.7 α 1.8 for the clusters that actively eject massive stars ( f ej,O 0.2, see Fig. 1 ). As we showed in Fig. 1 , these clusters in general eject more massive stars more efficiently. It is therefore naturally expected that the mass function of the ejected stars is top-heavy. Oh et al. (2015) showed that the mass function of ejected O stars is top-heavy compared to the canonical IMF.
For the clusters with a higher ejection fraction of massive stars, a higher efficiency in ejecting more massive stars causes the mass function of stars that remain in the cluster to become steeper (2.37 < α in < 2.50, Fig. 8 ), or top-light, at 3 Myr. This is similar to the mass function slope 2.45 found for stars with the same lower mass limit (2 M ⊙ ) in young ( 25 Myr) intermediatemass (10 3 -10 4 M ⊙ ) star clusters in M31 (Weisz et al. 2015) . It also confirms the findings by Pflamm-Altenburg & that the Orion nebular cluster (ONC) is deficient in massive stars. This may imply that these star clusters have ejected massive stars and their IMFs may not be deviating from the canonical IMF. Without significant (close to none) ejection of stars, however, the average slope of the present-day mass function of stars in the cluster becomes slightly shallower than the initial values because of stellar evolution (see most of the model clusters with r h (0) = 0.8 pc in Fig. 8 ).
It should be noted that this tendency can be obtained only with many clusters, not from an individual cluster. Too few stars are ejected from a single cluster to statistically derive the mass function of the ejected stars. Furthermore, it would be almost impossible to find all the stars that a cluster has ejected in observations without the precise kinematic knowledge of all stars in the field and all nearby star clusters (cf. Pflamm-Altenburg & Kroupa 2006, on the ONC). It may therefore be difficult to determine whether the steeper mass function 3 We used curve_fit in python (scipy package). Maíz Apellániz & Úbeda (2005) used curvefit in the standard IDL distribution. Both curve_fit and curvefit are nonlinear least-squares fitting routines based on a gradient-expansion algorithm (Press et al. 1986; Bevington & Robinson 1992) . observed from a single cluster is due to evolutionary effects or stochastic effects in the IMF. In addition to the MF of all stars, we derived the system MF for systems with a primary mass ≥2 M ⊙ and with a system mass ≥2 M ⊙ (Fig. 9) as well as the primary MF for systems with a primary mass ≥2 M ⊙ (Fig. 10) in the same way as described above to investigate the effect of multiplicity on these mass functions. For the ejected systems, the multiplicity does not significantly affect the system MFs and the primary MF. They are highly topheavy for clusters that are efficient at ejecting massive systems and bottom-heavy for the clusters that eject hardly any massive stars, as shown in the individual stellar MF of the ejected stars in Fig. 8 . This is due to their relatively low multiplicity fraction (Sect. 5). However, the system MF and the primary MF for the systems that remain in the cluster, which have a higher multiplicity fraction than the ejected systems (Fig. 11) , are different from the MF of all stars in some models. The system MFs show that α in becomes larger than the derived IMF α i , a similar trend as in the MF of individual stars, regardless of how we sample the systems, that is, whether we use a primary or a system mass. However, the values of the MF slopes are different when different criteria are used to sample the systems. For systems with a primary mass ≥2 M ⊙ (Fig. 9a) , the slopes of the derived IMF for system masses are slightly lower than the canonical IMF value of 2.3 (especially for the RP models), but the difference is negligible, while for systems with a system mass ≥2 M ⊙ (Fig. 9b) , α in and α i for binary-rich clusters are higher than the canonical IMF value (e.g. 2.4 ≤ α i ≤ 2.5, see also Weidner et al. 2009 ). On the other hand, α in of the primary MF becomes smaller than the derived IMF for most of the models in which massive stars are initially paired with another massive star (OP and UQ models). These models also show that the derived IMF of primary masses is very different from the canonical value (Fig. 10) . This is mainly due to our choice for the lower limit of 2 M ⊙ when, in these models, two different pairing methods are used for systems with m 1 < 5 M ⊙ and with m 1 ≥ 5 M ⊙ . When 5 M ⊙ is chosen as the lower mass limit of the MFs, the primary MFs show indices similar to the MFs of all stars more massive than 5 M ⊙ , while the system MFs are quite different.
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This indicates that neither the primary MF nor the system MF is a good indicator for the MF of all stars because they A&A proofs: manuscript no. ejection can significantly deviate from the MF of all stars depending on the assumed parameters such as a criterion for sampling systems (see Fig. 9 ), a lower mass limit, and an initial mass-ratio distribution of binaries. Fortunately, however, our MF for all stars can be used for a comparison with the observed MF even with the high proportion of unresolved multiples since the effect of unresolved multiple systems on the observed MF is small (Weidner et al. 2009 ), as mentioned above. Again, the observed steeper MF for massive stars found in Weisz et al. (2015) agrees well with our MF for all stars that remain in the cluster for models that are efficient at ejecting massive stars. This suggests that the origin of these observed steeper MF slopes for massive stars in young star clusters may be the preferential loss of massive stars by dynamical ejections, even though the IMF has the canonical slope (in agreement with the conclusion drawn by Pflamm-Altenburg & Kroupa 2006 on the IMF in the ONC).
Dynamically ejected massive multiple systems
It has been shown that binary systems involving massive stars, even very massive ones ( 100 M ⊙ , Oh et al. 2014) , can be ejected from a star cluster in theory (e.g. Fujii & Portegies Zwart 2011; Oh et al. 2015) and in observations (e.g. Gies & Bolton 1986; Sana et al. 2013) , and that some are even runaways. Here we show that higher order multiple systems (e.g. a system with N ≥ 3 components) can be dynamically ejected as well. We present multiplicity fractions among the ejected massive systems in the following subsections. We only discuss the initially mass-segregated cluster models with r h (0) = 0.3 pc in this section. Unsegregated cluster models would show only little different values compared to those of the segregated models, and their trend of the binary fraction related with the other initial conditions is similar as for the masssegregated models. The larger sized models eject only a few systems and are therefore inappropriate to study the multiplicity fraction of the ejected systems.
Finding all multiple systems
Binary systems are found in a snapshot by searching a closest companion for each star and calculating whether the binding energy is negative. After this, the identified binaries are replaced by their centre-of-mass system and the search is repeated to find triple and quadruple systems. See also Kroupa (1995a) for further details.
Multiplicity fraction
Considering that higher order multiple systems form during fewbody interactions, it is not surprising that some of them are ejected, although the incidence is very rare. The multiplicity fraction is defined as
where N multi and N sys are the number of multiple (binary, triple, quadruple, etc.) systems and all systems, respectively. The binary fraction ( f bin ) can be described as f multi by using the number of binary systems (N bin ) in place of N multi (similarly for f trip , f quad , etc.).
In Fig. 11 we show the multiplicity, binary, and higher order multiple fractions of massive systems for systems that remain in their host cluster and for dynamically ejected systems. The multiplicity fractions vary with the initial conditions. However, all the models in the figure show that the multiplicity fractions of ejected massive systems are generally lower than those of systems that remain in a cluster. This is because the ejection efficiency is lower for binaries because on average they have higher system masses than single stars. Binary or multiple systems are also usually decomposed during the ejecting encounter. For the ejected systems, the O-star systems have a higher high-order multiplie fraction than less massive systems. This is because the O-star systems undergo significant dynamical processing, including captures into binaries, in the cluster centre, and because they have a high binding mass.
For O-star systems that remain in their host cluster, highorder multiple fractions are significantly high, even comparable to the binary fraction, while most multiple systems of the ejected systems are binaries. The fraction of the ejected high-order multiple O-star systems is small, but their occurrence implies that the energetic interactions that eject O-star systems can be more complicated than just binary-binary scattering. We note that the companions of many high-order massive multiple systems are generally low-mass stars. Even though most of the massive star systems are centrally concentrated, many low-mass stars are also present in the central part of the cluster, which means that the probability of a massive system to capture a low-mass system is higher than to capture another massive system. This is also favourable energetically because capturing a low-mass star requires a smaller amount of energy that has to be absorbed. For less massive multiple systems, binary systems dominate mostly (the lower panel of Fig. 11 ) compared to O-star systems. The high-order multiple fraction is significantly lower than the binary fraction because of the rare occurrences of their formation by dynamical interactions in the majority of clusters. Especially for the ejected systems, the multiplicity fraction is almost equal to their binary fraction for all models shown in Fig. 11 .
The ejected less massive systems generally show a slightly higher multiplicity fraction than O-star systems. In Fig. 12 the multiplicity fraction of the ejected systems decreases with increasing primary mass in all three models, although the trend varies with the model for the systems that remain in the cluster. We note that the multiplicity fractions of systems at the highmass end (grey shaded area in Fig. 12 ) are high, particularly for the systems that remain in their host cluster. These systems contain primaries that are merger products and do not follow the general trends shown in lower mass counterparts. Because they are the most massive systems in the clusters, the systems are generally situated close to the centre of their cluster, where the probability of capturing other cluster members is high. An observer would see these stars as blue stragglers (because of their merger nature), but above the main sequence because of their multiplicity nature (cf. Dalessandro et al. 2013 ).
The differences in the multiplicity fractions for massive systems that remain in their host cluster indicate that the main mechanism for the removal of natal massive binary systems depends on the initial binary population. For the SP models, the multiplicity fraction is higher for less massive (5 ≤ m 1 /M ⊙ < 17.5) systems than for O-star systems. The reason is that in these models the main mechanism for reducing the binary fraction is merging of the two stars in the system, which has a higher probability to occur in a binary system with more massive (i.e. larger) components. This is more clearly shown in the left panel (MS3OP_SP) of Fig. 12 , where the multiplicity fraction decreases with increasing primary mass, especially for systems that remain in their host cluster. Furthermore, the merger products naturally have a higher mass than the primary mass of the progenitor system, which leads to an increase of the number of single stars in the high-mass regime. Moreover, the significantly lower value of the multiplicity fraction in the MS3OP_SP model compared to the MS3OP_SPC model means that it is more likely for the short-period binaries with eccentric orbits to merge than it is for those with circular orbits. Likewise, the slightly smaller multiplicity fraction of O-star systems in the MS3OP_SP models than in the MS3UQ_SP models is probably due to the larger components of the initial binary systems, which more frequently lead to mergers. The MS3OP_SPC model in Fig. 12 shows generally higher multiplicity fractions than the other models and little dependency of the multiplicity fraction on primary mass. The effect of pairing more massive companions in the MS3OP_SP model is less prominent among less massive (5 ≤ m 1 /M ⊙ < 17.5) systems. The multiplicity fractions of the MS3OP_SP and MS3UQ_SP models are almost the same in the lower panel of Fig. 11 . This again confirms that the merging of binaries is the main mechanism that removes initial binary systems for the models with the Sana et al. (2012) period distribution.
However, for the models with the Kroupa period distribution (Eq. (2)), the main mechanism of binary removal is the disruption of binary systems through dynamical interactions with other cluster member systems. The less massive systems are more vulnerable to a binary disruption because their absolute binding energy is lower than that of the more massive systems. For these models, the multiplicity fraction of less massive systems is therefore lower than those of O-star systems. In the right panel (MS3OP) of Fig. 12 we show that the multiplicity fraction of systems that remain in their birth cluster (weakly) increases with increasing primary mass. The following mechanism naturally explains why the multiplicity fraction in the MS3OP model is lower than that in the MS3RP model (Fig. 11) . While in the former model two single massive stars generally emerge when a massive binary system is ionised, only one single massive star appears in the latter. The difference between the two models increases for less massive systems because they are more prone to be ionised by the dynamical interactions than O-star systems, which is a result of their lower binding energy.
Binary populations
A majority of the ejected massive (O-star) binaries (or of the inner binary systems in the case of high-order multiple systems) from the initially binary-rich models have a period shorter than 10 5 (10 Averaged multiplicity fraction as a function of primary mass of systems for primary mass ≥5 M ⊙ from three models (MS3OP_SP, MS3OP_SPC, and MS3OP). Black triangles and red circles are the multiplicity fractions of systems that remain in the cluster and of the dynamically ejected systems, respectively. Model names are indicated at the top of subfigures. Grey hatched area indicates where a primary mass is higher than 62.4 M ⊙ , that is, the evolved mass of a m max star (79.2 M ⊙ at t = 0 Myr) at 3 Myr, evolved by single stellar evolution. Primary stars of all systems inside the area are therefore stellar mergers. Technically, these stars are blue stragglers that lie above the main sequence (cf. Dalessandro et al. 2013). of massive binaries that remain in a cluster (blue lines in the figures), the period distribution of the ejected binaries is more biased towards shorter periods.
With the thermal distribution for the initial eccentricity distribution, the fraction of very short-period binaries (P/days < 1) is lower among ejected binaries than in the initial distribution in the models with the Sana et al. (2012) period distribution (MS3OP_SP and MS3UQ_SP). This is due to stellar collisions. This naturally explains that the reduction in the number of very short-period massive binaries is not seen for the model with only circular binaries (MS3OP_SPC).
For the models with the Kroupa period distribution (Eq. (2), the right-column panels in Fig. 13 ), the skewness to shorter periods for the period distribution of the ejected binaries is more prominent. The peak of the distribution, for example, appears at a shorter period than that of the systems in the clusters.
The evolution of the period distribution of massive systems, particularly of those that remain in their host cluster, depends on the initial period distribution, which determines the dominant binary-removal mechanism as discussed in Sect. 5.2. For the SP models, a fraction of short-period binaries is significantly smaller at 3 Myr than the initial distribution, which is a result of the merging of close binaries in a highly eccentric orbit. For the models with the Kroupa period distribution, in contrast, the binary fraction decreases for long periods, as a result of the binary disruption.
The mass-ratio distributions of the ejected systems are similar to those of the systems that remain in the clusters. But binaries with the lowest mass ratio (q < 0.1) are slightly more deficient among the ejected binaries than in those that remain in clusters. Unlike the other two orbital parameters discussed above, the mass-ratio distributions of massive binaries are not significantly altered from the initial distributions (Fig. 14) , as is also the case for the lower mass counterparts .
A fraction of binaries exchanged their partner, which led to a small change in the mass-ratio distribution. However, neither models with random pairing nor those with ordered pairing reproduce the observed mass-ratio distribution of massive binaries, which is an almost uniform distribution, as a result of the dynamical evolution. The uniform mass-ratio distribution, taking all primaries together, is thus the initial distribution for massive binaries (m 1 ≥ 5 M ⊙ ).
All binary-rich models but one (MS3OP_SPC) adopt the thermal distribution for the initial eccentricity distribution. The models that are initially biased towards short periods present a significant decrease of high-eccentricity (e ≥ 0.9) orbits in populations within clusters as well as in ejected populations. This is because stellar mergers result from close binaries with high eccentricity (i.e. the peri-centre distance is very small). There is no significant difference between the eccentricity distribution of the ejected systems and the systems that remain in the cluster (Fig. 15) .
Above we briefly mentioned the dynamical evolution of massive binary populations. Although it is important to study how the dynamical evolution affects the binary populations to understand the true initial binary population of massive systems formed in a cluster, given the observed (i.e. dynamically already evolved) distribution function, this is beyond the scope of this study. A more detailed discussion on the dynamical evolution of the massive binary populations in clusters will appear in a future study (Oh et al. in preparation) , where the true physical initial or birth distribution functions of massive binaries will be constrained similarly to the procedure applied in Kroupa (1995a,b) for late-type stars.
Discussion
In Sect. 4.4 we showed that the average values of the present-day MF slopes for all stars ≥2 M ⊙ that remain in the clusters that are efficient in ejecting massive stars (2.37 < α in < 2.5) are similar to the mean MF slope of young star clusters in M31 derived by Weisz et al. (2015) , α = 2.45. The cluster masses in Weisz et al. span 10 3 -10 4 M ⊙ , while in this study we only considered one cluster mass, M ecl = 10 3.5 M ⊙ , which is the middle value of their cluster mass range on the logarithmic scale. It is therefore necessary to check whether the agreement between our present-day MF and that of Weisz et al. only appears for the specific cluster mass we used in this study, or whether it is also there for different cluster masses that are similar to the cluster mass range of Weisz et al.. Here, we derive α in for two additional cluster masses, M ecl = 10 3 and 10 4 M ⊙ , for the most realistic model in our library, MS3UQ_SP. We adopted the MS3UQ_SP models with these two cluster masses from Oh et al. (2015) and derived the present-day MF slope of all stars with a mass ≥2 M ⊙ that remain in the cluster, α in , for each cluster with the same procedure as described in Sect. 4.4. Additionally, we included one model similar to MS3UQ_SP, but in which stellar masses are obtained using the optimal sampling procedure in which the IMF has no Poissonian sampling scatter ).
The MF slopes are plotted as a function of cluster mass in Fig. 16 . We note that in Fig. 16 the data points of the optimal sampling model are shifted to a higher cluster mass (by adding 0.25 on the logarithmic scale to the cluster masses) to separate them from the MS3UQ_SP models. The mean MF slopes of youngest clusters (only ages of ≈4 Myr) in Weisz et al. is 2.42, slightly smaller than that of their whole sample clusters, 2.45. For all three cluster masses of the MS3UQ_SP model, the averaged present-day MFs at 3 Myr are α in ≈ 2.4, regardless of cluster mass, and this agrees very well with the mean MF of the Weisz et al. sample for ≈4 Myr old clusters (see also the numbers in Fig. 16 ). The averaged MF slope for the model with optimal sampling is 2.39, very similar to the values of the other models. Our analysis implies that the canonical IMF evolves to a steeper present-day MF even in the first few Myr because of dynamical and stellar evolution, at least within the cluster mass range shown here, and that the IMF of young clusters in M31 should be the canonical IMF. The steeper averaged MF in the observations would have resulted from the (dynamical and stellar) evolution of the clusters. However, we note that some additional degree of IMF steepening above a few solar masses could be present in the clusters in M31 because of a possible metallicity dependence of the IMF (cf. ).
The scatter of MFs of individual clusters is larger for clusters with lower mass (i.e. smaller N) as a result of the stochastic behaviour of random sampling. For the model with optimal sampling, the scatter of the MF slopes is smaller than that for the MS3UQ_SP model with a similar cluster mass, and so are their uncertainties. This is because there is no stochasticity in optimal sampling for the IMF since the optimal sampling produces only one set of stellar masses for a cluster mass. The spread of the present-day MFs then appears as a result of the slightly different evolution of the individual clusters. It should also be noted that the canonical IMF, 2.3, the input IMF for our N-body models, is reproduced for the averaged IMFs from these three additional models deduced with the procedure described in Sect. 4.4, as is shown in all models with M ecl = 10 3.5 M ⊙ . The similar steepening of the MFs at 3 Myr for all cluster masses is not caused by any initial systematic biases that are due to different cluster mass.
In the previous sections, we described that the dynamical ejections of massive stars vary with the initial conditions of their birth cluster and its massive star population. To constrain the initial configurations of massive stars in a star cluster, our results need to be compared with observations and should be able to rule out sets of initial conditions in the models that result in outcomes that are inconsistent with observations. Since individual 10 3.5 M ⊙ clusters eject only a small number of O-star systems, the number of ejected O-star systems can vary strongly from cluster to cluster. Some clusters, for instance, eject no O-star systems, while others loose 3-4 O-star systems. A cautionary remark is due when comparing our averaged results to an individual cluster. For the comparison, a large sample of clusters and of O stars in the field are needed. From the N-body calculations we can find all stars ejected from a star cluster. In reality, a fraction of the ejected massive systems may not be traced back to their birth cluster and may not be recognised as ejected systems if they have travelled too far from their birth place or have experienced the two-step ejection process (Pflamm-Altenburg & Kroupa 2010), which makes it almost impossible to trace the stars to their origin. Furthermore, O stars form in a wide range of cluster masses in a galaxy. The ejection fractions and their properties also depend on the cluster mass (Oh et al. 2015) . Thus this study cannot represent the true observed field population or be compared to the general properties of the field O stars since here we only studied a single cluster mass and snapshots at 3 Myr to make the analysis manageable and to pave the way towards even more comprehensive work. Ultimately, such work should include the cluster mass function in terms of a full-scale dynamical population synthesis approach (see for more details and also Oh et al. 2015) .
It is expected that Gaia will deliver vast data on the kinematics of stars in the Galaxy, including the O-star population.
Comprehensive N-body studies on the evolution of young star clusters formed in the Milky-Way-like galaxy incorporating the cluster mass function are thus required to interpret the data thoroughly. 
Summary
We investigated the effects of initial conditions of star clusters on the dynamical ejections of massive stars from moderately massive (M ecl = 10 3.5 M ⊙ ) young star clusters by means of direct N-body calculations with diverse initial conditions. The ejection fraction of massive systems is most sensitive to the initial density of the cluster (i.e. the initial size in this study because we used the same mass for all clusters) compared to other properties. But the binary population is also an important factor for the ejection efficiency. The ejection fraction is higher, for example, when massive binaries are composed of massive components, and the properties of the ejected systems, such as their velocities and multiplicity, strongly depend on the properties of the initial binary population.
The mass function of ejected stars is highly top-heavy because ejections with increasing stellar mass becomes more efficient. This tendency with stellar mass also alters the mass function of stars in a cluster so that it becomes steeper (top-light) than the IMF. The observed stellar mass functions in young (but more than a few Myr old) clusters may therefore deviate from their IMF (Pflamm-Altenburg ). This may be evident in the MF slopes of young star clusters in M31 for which the MFs are homogeneously derived with high-resolution observations by Weisz et al. (2015) . The mean MF for the clusters is steeper than the canonical IMF, but is in excellent agreement with the average present-day (at 3 Myr) MFs for our N-body models with the most realistic initial conditions and with different cluster masses (Sects. 4.4 and 6). We stress that the IMFs of young clusters in M31 in Weisz et al. (2015) therefore do appear to be indistinguishable from the canonical IMF and that the stellar MF of clusters can be altered even within the first few Myr of cluster evolution through dynamical ejections and collisions of massive stars, and through stellar evolution.
We showed that high-order multiple systems containing O stars can also be ejected readily. The ejected systems have a lower multiplicity fraction, especially high-order multiplicity, than those that remain in the cluster. The period distributions of the ejected binary systems are biased to shorter periods than those for systems that remain in the cluster. The mass ratio and eccentricity distributions of the ejected systems are similar to those of the systems that remain in the cluster. The evolved massratio distribution of massive stars almost preserves the shape of (Oh et al. 2015 & this study) M ecl = 3000 M ⊙ , optimal sampling Weisz et al. (2015) , ≈4 Myr; α = 2.42±0.071 the initial distribution. We thus emphasize that the birth massratio distribution of massive (particularly O star) binaries must be close to a uniform distribution as in observations of O-star binaries (Sana et al. 2012; Kobulnicky et al. 2014 ; cf. B-star binaries, Shatsky & Tokovinin 2002) .
The ejection fraction and the properties of ejected systems depend on the initial conditions of the clusters and their massive population. Applying our results to a large survey of the kinematics of massive stars in the Galactic field, as will be possible with Gaia, for instance, will help to constrain the birth configuration of massive stars and of the star clusters in which they form. Further research using N-body models is required to achieve a full-scale dynamical population synthesis to be applied to the Gaia data. 
